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The ultimate joystick in the non-digital world: A fully-analogue twist grip 
positioned on the right handlebar with just one function: 
Yipiiiieeyaaaaayeeeeeaah. Lightweight premium single jersey fabric, neck 
band, 100% cotton.

(M) UPW116723 (L) UPW116724 (XL) UPW116725 (XXL) UPW116726

 01 JOYSTICK TEE

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW116723-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW116723-6.html
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T-shirt with a cool ‘youth against slow’ print in ultra-soft, brushed premium 
cotton. Collar sewn in on the left, neck band, 100% cotton.

(M) UPW116733 (L) UPW116734 (XL) UPW116735 (XXL) UPW116736 

 02 AGAINST TEE

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW116733-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW116733-6.html
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Black & White: Premium quality, comfortable, lightweight 
single jersey t-shirt with spraypaint look. 100% cotton.

(M) UPW116633 (L) UPW116634
(XL) UPW116635 (XXL) UPW116636

oversize graphic print on vibrant red. Single jersey 
collar, woven neck band with logo, designer seam 
on the hem and sleeves, quality super-soft, brushed 
fabric. 100% cotton.

(M) UPW116613 (L) UPW116614
(XL) UPW116615 (XXL) UPW116616

 03 SPLATTER TEE

 04 MATRIX TEE

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW116613-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW116613-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW11663-6.html
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T-shirt with graphic front print featuring numerous parts. 
Woven neck band with logo, white shoulder seams in 
print color, premium single jersey fabric, 100% cotton.

(M) UPW116623 (L) UPW116624 
(XL) UPW116625 (XXL) UPW116626

Super-soft t-shirt in stylish color combination 
with large print on front. 100% cotton.

(M) UPW106723 (L) UPW106724 
(XL) UPW106725 (XXL) UPW106726

 05 TECHLOGO TEE WHITE

 06 HALLMARK TEE

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW106723-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW116623-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW116623-6.html
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T-shirt with multi-layer logo print on the front. Woven neck 
band, orange shoulder seams, 100% cotton.

(S) UPW115612 (M) UPW115613 (L) UPW115614
(XL) UPW115615 (XXL) UPW115616 (XXXL) UPW115617

  07 LOGOLAYER TEE BLACK

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW115612-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW115612-7.html
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Ultra-practical, light, multi-purpose nylon jacket lined with orange mesh. Intricate finish 
with exceptional attention to detail, adjustable sleeves with velcro closure. Small embroi-
dered logos on front and back. 100% nylon.

(S) UPW115122 (M) UPW115123 (L) UPW115124 (XL) UPW115125 
(XXL) UPW115126 (XXXL) UPW115127

 08 MENS SPORTS JACKET

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW115122-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW115122-7.html
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Two-piece rain suit. Inner lining for easier changing. Jacket 
with waist adjustment and two outside pockets. Pants with 
long side zipper for easy changing. oversized cut designed 
to be worn over casual clothes.

(S) 3PW111042 (M) 3PW111043 (L) 3PW111044 
(XL) 3PW111045 (XXL) 3PW111046 (XXXL) 3PW111047

 09 RAIN SUIT

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111042-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111042-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111042-7.html
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The ‘oRANGE’ interpretation of a classic, sporty, 
casual shoe made of soft and sturdy leather 
offering a high level of durability. Padded tongue 
and opening provide enhanced comfort and 
stability. Non-slip rubber outsole with integrated 
logo ensures a firm grip.

(38/6) 3PW116030 (39/6,5) 3PW116031 
(40/7,5)3PW116033 (41/8) 3PW116034  
(42/9) 3PW116036 (43/10) 3PW116038 
(44/10,5) 3PW116039 (45/11,5) 3PW116041 
(46/12) 3PW116042

Fitted cap with unique all-over flock and elaborate embroi-
dered front with slight 3D effect. 98% cotton/2% elastane.

(S/M) UPW116810 (L/XL) UPW116811 

Racing-inspired hat with new sponsors 
embroidered on the sides. Flex fit style.

(S/M) UPW115812 (L/XL) UPW115814

 12 KTM DRIFT SHOE

 10 STYLE CAP GRAPHIC 

 11 TEAM HAT

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW116030-42.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW116030-42.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW115814.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW115814.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW116811.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW116811.html
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Waterproof multi-layer taped Hipora® membrane. 
Pre-curved fingers. Clarino® padded palm and thumb. 
Lycra finger panel gussets.

(S) 3PW112742 (M) 3PW112743 (L) 3PW112744 
(XL) 3PW112745 (XXL) 3PW112746

Official gloves of the KTM Offroad Racing Team. 
Pre-curved design. TPR hook and loop wrist 
closure. Direct injected TPRs on knuckles. Dimple 
mesh construction. Clarino® padded palm and 
thumb. Silicon printing on finger tips and palm. 
Exclusively for KTM by Thor.

(S) 3PW112722 (M) 3PW112723 
(L) 3PW112724 (XL) 3PW112725 
(XXL) 3PW112726

 13 HYDROTEQ OFFROAD GLOVES 11

 14 CORE GLOVES 11

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW112722-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW112742-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW112742-6.html
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OFFROADEQUIPMENTOFFROADEQUIPMENTOFFROADEQUIPMENTOFFROADEQUIPMENT

Official jersey of the KTM Offroad Racing Team. 
Multi-panel construction with integrated stair-step 
collar for improved fit and maximum comfort. Ath-
letic mesh lower body construction for decreased 
weight and bunching when jersey is tucked in 
pants. Mesh panels in keys areas for increased 
airflow. Cuffless sleeve construction with stretch 
rib panel provides a lighter feel with a secure fit. 
Exclusively for KTM by Thor. 

(S) 3PW112322 (M) 3PW112323 
(L) 3PW112324 (XL) 3PW112325 
(XXL) 3PW112326

Official pants of the KTM Offroad Racing Team. Pre-curved 900D poly oxford chassis for 
durability and comfort. Integrated lightweight thigh TPU vent panels reduce weight while 
providing airflow and mobility. Debossed full grain cowhide leather inner knee panels offer 
unmatched heat resistance and durability. Kevlar® stitching around leather knee panels. 
PU Lycra combined with molded TPR creates a rear yoke that contours the body for just 
the right amount of mobility and support. Accordion stretch Spandura knee panels for 
expansion and ventilation. Custom Thor ratchet style waist closure. Ride-lite perforated in-
ner liner with Lycra panel at the waist line for increased mobility. Cupped TPU triple knee 
reveal for added coverage. Exclusively for KTM by Thor.

(XS/28) 3PW112221 (S/30) 3PW112222 (M/32) 3PW112223 (L/34) 3PW112224 
(XL/36) 3PW112225 (XXL/38) 3PW112226

 15 CORE SHIRT 11

 16 CORE PANTS 11

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW112221-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW112221-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW112322-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW112322-6.html
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Light-Prene lined collar for comfort. Rubbertech forearms 
and elbows. Micro-fleece lined audio pocket. 2-way front 
zip adapts to riding position. Full mesh liner for breathabil-
ity. Reflective trim for night visibility. Waterproof YKK® 
zippers. Integrated mesh lined air intake and exhaust 
vents. 3-fold accordion elbows for flexibility. Hook and loop 
gaiter cuff, collar and zipper flap. 2 rear storage pockets. 
Exclusively for KTM by Thor.

(M) UPW112153 (L) UPW112154 (XL) UPW112155  
(XXL) UPW112156 (XXXL) UPW112157

Secure-seal hook and loop cuffs cover the zippered expansion flap. Integrated 
mesh lined air intake and exhaust vents. Pre-curved knees for better fit. Water-
proof and breathable construction. Large cargo pockets for storage. Reflective 
trim for night visibility. Internal hook and loop adjustable waist. Ballistic nylon 
overlays in high wear areas. Exclusively for KTM by Thor.

(M/32) UPW112253 (L/34) UPW112254 (XL/36) UPW112255  
(XXL/38) UPW112256 (XXXL/40) UPW112257

 17 RIDE JACKET 11 

 18 RIDE PANTS 11

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW112253-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW112253-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW112153-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW112153-7.html
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1.3 mm top grade leather with extended perforated panels 
on upper and lower body. External PU shoulder and knee 
protectors. Aramidic stretch panels on sleeves and crotch 
areas. Removable inner mesh liner with 3D mesh liner insert 
on the back for comfort. YKK® zippers. Patented calf expan-
sion pockets. CE certified elbow and knee/shin protectors. 
Exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars.

(S/48) 3PW111012 (M/50) 3PW111013 
(L/52) 3PW111014 (XL/54) 3PW111015 
(XXL/56) 3PW111016 (XXXL/58) 3PW111017

  19 KTM TECH 1R SUIT

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111012-7.html
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Breathable summer jacket. Upper material comprised of tear-
resistant and abrasion-resistant polyester/polyamide blended 
fabric. Excellent venting thanks to large ventilation zones in 
front and back. Comfort collar, SaS-Tec 3D protectors on 
shoulders and elbows. Waistband adjustment. Reflective areas. 
Small connecting zipper.

(M) 3PW111123 (L) 3PW111124 
(XL) 3PW111125 (XXL) 3PW111126

Breathable summer pants. Upper material comprised of tear-resistant and 
abrasion-resistant polyester/polyamide blended fabric. Excellent venting 
thanks to large ventilation zones in front and back. Textile stretch zone on 
back below the waistband and on the front above the knee. SaS-Tec 3D 
protectors on the knee. viscoelastic foam on the hip. Waistband adjustment. 
Doubled material on knee and seat panel. Calf width adjustment. Small con-
necting zipper.

(S/30) 3PW111222 (M/32) 3PW111223 (L/34) 3PW111224 
(XL/36) 3PW111225 (XXL/38) 3PW111226 (XXXL/40) 3PW111227

 20 VENTED JACKET

 21 VENTED PANTS

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111222-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111222-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111123-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111123-6.html
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Wind and waterproof, breathable touring jacket made from polyamide. SaS-Tec protectors on the shoulders 
and elbows. viscoelastic foam in back protector pocket, SaS-Tec back protector available as an option. 
Adjustable comfort collar. Waist adjustment. Wind and waterproof front closure. ventilation zips at the front, 
back and on the sleeves. Long and short connecting zipper and seat web. Removable thermal lining. Remov-
able Z liner.

(M) 3PW111133 (L) 3PW111134 (XL) 3PW111135 (XXL) 3PW111136

Wind and waterproof, breathable touring pants made from polyamide with reinforcements on areas where you 
are likely to fall. SaS-Tec protectors on the knees. Stretch zones above the knee, in the hollow of the knee and 
on the back. High-cut back. Comfort stretch waistband, rapid waistband adjustment, calf width adjustment. 
Wind and waterproof front closure. ventilation zip. Long and short connecting zipper. Removable thermal 
lining. Removable Z liner.

(S/30) 3PW111232 (M/32) 3PW111233 (L/34) 3PW111234 (XL/36) 3PW111235  
(XXL/38) 3PW111236 (XXXL/40) 3PW111237

 22 PURE ADVENTURE JACKET

 23 PURE ADVENTURE PANTS

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111232-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111232-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111133-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111133-6.html
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Street jacket with wind and waterproof, breathable PU membrane. 
Removable thermal lining for warm weather wear. Comfort collar, 
3D protectors on shoulders and elbows. visco-elastic foam in back 
protector pocket (SaS-Tec back protector available separately). 
Stretch zones for extra mobility. Long and short connecting  
zippers plus belt loop.

(M) 3PW111143 (L) 3PW111144 (XL) 3PW111145  
(XXL) 3PW111146

Perfect for long journeys and touring. Made by Alpinestars for KTM and 
designed to the highest standard. Features a fully waterproof Gore-Tex© 
membrane. Safety features include shin protector, ankle protector and 
heel and toe reinforcements.

(39/6,5) 3PW101011 (40/7,5) 3PW101012 (41/8) 3PW101013 
(42/9) 3PW101014 (43/10) 3PW101015 (44/10,5) 3PW101016 
(45/11,5) 3PW101017 (46/12) 3PW101018 (47/13) 3PW101019

Racing boots made with patented, bio-mechanic, removable inner boot, 
with its own closure mechanism. other features include: new air vent sys-
tem; aerodynamical extremely flat outer surface; aluminum inserts at the 
heel. Comfortable entry through a side zip which goes all the way to sole. 
Exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars.

(39/6,5) 3PW101031 (40/7,5) 3PW101032 (41/8) 3PW101033  
(42/9) 3PW101034 (43/10) 3PW101035 (44/10,5) 3PW101036 
(45/11,5) 3PW101037 (46/12) 3PW101038 (47/13) 3PW101039

 24 STREET EVO JACKET

 25 TECH TOURING BOOT

 26 SUPERTECH R BOOT

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW101031-9.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW101031-9.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW101011-9.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW101011-9.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111143-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111143-6.html
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CE Level 2 Impact performance (under 9kN transmitted force) in accordance with 
EN 1621-2. Ergonomic 5 plate construction contours to the natural curve of the 
back. Plates lock to lessen overextension of the back. Excellent shock absorption 
even in repeated impacts. Thin, light, and substantially breathable core. Adjustable 
shoulder straps. Wide waist belt. Exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars.

(S) 3PW111022 (M) 3PW111023 (L) 3PW111024 (XL) 3PW111025

PU injected wrist panel for impact and abrasion resistance. 
PU knuckle and finger protectors. Patented 3rd and 4th finger 
bridge. Full grain leather construction. TPR detailing. Synthetic 
suede palm reinforcement. Perforated leather panels for added 
ventilation. Top of the glove is internally reinforced with knit 
Kevlar® and features highly abrasion resistant Pittards Armor-Tan 
leather at critical areas. Exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars.

(S) 3PW111712 (M) 3PW111713 (L) 3PW111714 
(XL) 3PW111715 (XXL) 3PW111716

Waterproof touring gloves. Leather main construction with 
doubled leather on palm, index finger and thumb. The PU 
membrane keeps out the wet and cold.

(M) 3PW111723 (L) 3PW111724 
(XL) 3PW111725 (XXL) 3PW111726

Waterproof racing gloves that are able to with-
stand any tour. Leather construction, doubled 
in critical areas. HIPoRA® membrane. Carbon 
knuckle cover. Hard plastic skid plate on the 
palm. TPR on the edge of the hand. Large TPR 
wrist closure. Silicone-printed KTM logos on 
the middle finger and index finger give a secure 
hold on the controls.

(M) 3PW091723 (L) 3PW091724 
(XL) 3PW091725 (XXL) 3PW091726

 31 KTM BIONIC BACK PROTECTOR

 27 PURE ADVENTURE GLOVES

 29 VECTOR GLOVES

 30 AQ RACER GLOVES

  28 KTM GP PRO GLOVES 

Sport glove made of Pittards leather and 
goatskin featuring a carbon knuckle cover.  
TPU air vents on the fingers. TPR skid plate on 
the ball of the hand. TPR on the edge of the 
hand. Double wrist closure.

(M) 3PW091713 (L) 3PW091714 
(XL) 3PW091715 (XXL) 3PW091716

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111022-5.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111022-5.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW091713-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW091723-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111712-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW111712-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW091733-6.html
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Going slow is history: v-neck t-shirt with large sketch  
design on the front. 100% cotton.

(S) UPW118672 (M) UPW118673 (L) UPW118674
(XL) UPW118675 

 32 GIRLS END OF SLOW TEE
 

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW118672-5.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW118672-5.html
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Shine like a star: t-shirt with stylish, multi-
colored star print on the front. 100% cotton.

(S) UPW118622 (M) UPW118623 
(L) UPW118624 (XL) UPW118625

Keep it simple: Fashionable t-shirt with small 
embroidered logo. 95% cotton/5% elasthane.

(S) UPW58612 (M) UPW58613 
(L) UPW58614 (XL) UPW58615

 34 GIRLS STARS TEE

 33 GIRLS LOGO TEE BLACK 

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW118622-25.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW118622-25.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW58612-5.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW58612-5.html
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Tapered t-shirt with matching front print in 
premium single jersey fabric. 100% cotton.

(S) UPW118612 (M) UPW118613 
(L) UPW118614 (XL) UPW118615

Highly attractive hoodie with zipper on the collar and small zip pockets 
in the lower knitted cuff. Printed logo motif. Hood with all-over print on 
the interior. Premium, comfortable elastic cotton, unroughened interior. 
100% cotton.

(S) UPW118512 (M) UPW118513 (L) UPW118514 (XL) UPW118515

  35 GIRLS PINK TEE

 36 GIRLS STRIPES HOODIE

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW118512-5.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW118512-5.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW118612-5.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW118612-5.html
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Official factory team outfit for new racing talent.  
Longsleeve romper suit with practical easy-entry  
access. 100% cotton.

(9 MTH) UPW109001 (18 MTH) UPW109002

  37 BABY BODY TEAMRIDER 

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW109001-2.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW109001-2.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW109001-2.html
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Nothing in the bank but still living in the lap of luxury: short 
sleeve tee with large print on the front. 100% cotton.

(2T) UPW119622 (3T) UPW119623 (4T) UPW119624

 38 TODDLER RACER TEE 

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW119622-4.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW119622-4.html
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T-shirt with large printed graphic on the front.  
Woven neck band, contrasting seams, 100% cotton.

(XS) UPW119641 (S) UPW119642 
(M) UPW119643 (L) UPW119644

Racing-inspired hat with new sponsors  
embroidered on the sides. Adjustable closure.
100% cotton.

ART.-NR: UPW119810

Pre-washed hat with sandwich bill and 
contrasting seams in lightweight material. 
Adjustable closure. 100% cotton.

ART.-NR: UPW49810

 39 KIDS DOODLE TEE 

 40 KIDS TEAM HAT

 41 KIDS HAT ORANGE 

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW49810.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW49810.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW119810.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW119810.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UPW119641-4.html
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Spectacular hooded jacket with asymmetric contrasting inserts, 
all-over print and contrasting colored pockets and cuffs. Printed 
lining in hood. Fine embroidery on chest and sleeves. Large bull 
logo on hood. 70% cotton, 30% polyester.

(S) UL1911212 (M) UL1911213 (L) UL1911214 
(XL) UL1911215 (XXL) UL1911216

 42  KINI-RB BLACK N WHITE HOODIE

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1911212-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1911212-6.html


34

KINICOLLECTIONKINICOLLECTIONKINICOLLECTIONKINICOLLECTION

T-shirt with large print graphic on front 
and back. 100% cotton.

(S) UL1910052 (M) UL1910053 
(L) UL1910054 (XL) UL1910055 
(XXL) UL1910056 (XXXL) UL1910057

Extravagant asymmetric graphic print continuing onto the 
back. KTM logo on sleeves. Small Wings for Life motif on 
back at waist level. 100% cotton.

(S) UL1911112 (M) UL1911113 (L) UL1911114 
(XL) UL1911115 (XXL) UL1911116 

3’ x 6’ cotton beach towel.

art.-nr: 3L3911180

 43 KINI-RB CROWN TEE BLACK

 44 KINI-RB CLASSIC TRASH TEE BLUE

 45 KINI-RB BEACH TOWEL

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1910052-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1910052-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1910052-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1911112-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1911112-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1911112-6.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3L3911180.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3L3911180.html
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Trendy, stylish cap with partial printed design 
and large Kini-Red Bull embroidery over peak and 
front. Embroidered Wings for Life and KTM logos. 
80% acrylic, 20% wool.

(S/M) UL3911070 (L/XL) UL3911071

Hoodie with large Kini-Red Bull design on 
front and back. Extra prints on kangaroo 
pocket and Wings for Life embroidery on 
sleeve. 70% cotton, 30% polyester.

(S) UL1911332 (M) UL1911333 
(L) UL1911334 (XL) UL1911335 
(XXL) UL1911336 (XXXL) UL1911337

 46 KINI-RB RACER CROWN HAT

 47 KINI-RB CROWN HOODIE BLACK 

http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL3911070-1.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL3911070-1.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1911332-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1911332-7.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/UL1911332-7.html
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The garden gnome community has had to wait more than 300 
years for this guy but we think it was worth the wait. Intricate 
garden gnome, approx. 30cm high with ‘Made in Germany’ 
stamp of quality.

art.-nr: 3PW117480

 48 GARDEN GNOME
 

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117480.html
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Effective sun protection which also lets the world know the driver has better things to do with 
his time than sit in a car. Reverse in aluminium-silver. Two suction cups for attachment.

art.-nr: 3PW107240

Quartz watch with 48 mm polished and brush-
finished steel casing. Winding button guard, 
black dial with KTM logo. Screwed steel case 
back, waterproof to 50 m, black leather strap 
with orange stitching. 

ART.-NR: 3PW117000

Stylish, oversize sunglasses. Ultra lightweight. Shatter-
proof, scratch-resistant lenses. 100% Uv protection.

ART.-NR: 3PW117030

 49 WINDSHIELD SUN SHADE

 50 RACING WATCH
 51 STYLE SHADES

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117030.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117030.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117000.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW107240.html
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Quality ear protectors for children and adults. Robust design 
and comfortable fit. Reduces noise by 29dB, CE tested.

art.-nr: 3PW117520

The KTM Performance Wristband helps with balance,  
providing the body with the strength it needs in difficult  
situations and general well-being. 100% natural rubber.

(S) 3PW117450 (M) 3PW117451 (L) 3PW117452

Model bike in a scale of 1:12

art.-nr: 3PW117350

 53 EAR PROTECTION 
 

 54 KTM PERFORMANCE WRISTBAND
 

 52 MODEL BIKE 350 SX 11
 

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117350.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117350.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117450-2.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117450-2.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117520.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117520.html
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Perfect for spontaneous BBQs. Includes battery-
powered electric motor for operating the spit 
and 5 skewers. operates on one D battery  
(not included).

art.-nr: 3PW107100

Comfortable folding chair for kids with large 
printed logo. Includes carrying case.

art.-nr: 3PW117240

 55 BARBECUE GRILL

 56 KIDS RACETRACK CHAIR

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117240.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117240.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW107100.html
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For beginners and the forgetful, the main oper-
ating elements of a bike are written on them. 

(39/40) 3B87102 (41/42) 3B87103 
(43/44) 3B87104 (45/46) 3B87105

Gel cushion for use as a cold or warm com-
press. Suitable for freezers and microwaves. 
4.5" x 11". 

art.-nr: 3PW117130

Stay cool in 36 square feet of shade. Nylon top  
with stainless steel pole. Includes carrying case.  
Approx. 6' x 6'.

art.-nr: 3PW117100

 57 SANDALS

 58 HOT/COLD PACK

 59 SUNSHADE

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117130.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117130.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117100.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3B87102-5.html
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Padded dog bed with durable polyester exterior. 
Lining is easily removed for washing. Dimen-
sions approx. 79cm x 66cm x 24cm.

art.-nr: 3PW117550

Extremely practical for travel - portable water  
dispenser for all four-legged pets. Approx. 500ml.

art.-nr: 3PW117540

  61 DOGGY LANDING
 

 60 DOGGY STATION
 

http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117550.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117540.html
http://www.ktm-parts.com/3PW117540.html
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Photography Florian Jaenicke
assistance Julia Rotter, Sarah Rubbensdörfer
Styling Nina Bauer
Make up & hair Naemi Eisbrenner
Studio Photography Heinz Mitterbauer
Scenery Michael Klug 
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Cast & Set (in no particular order):
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Florian Ludwig Hopfenwieser/KTM Staff

Location
Gusswerk Salzburg

KTM engineers Ready To Race machines for experienced riders for use in closed courses 
and designated riding areas - as depicted.

Ready To Race…is more than extreme performance machines, it‘s an attitude, a way of 
life. It‘s how we approach our sport … deliberate, prepared, safely, responsibly and smart.  

Racing and riding can be dangerous. Before you ride a KTM: take an approved training 
course. Read and understand your owners manual and instructions. Wear all protective 
gear: helmet, goggles, gloves, boots and body wear. Always: Ride only on surfaces your 
machine is built for. Respect others, all laws, the environment, restricted surroundings 
and noise limitations. Ride the correct machine for your skill level and age. Ask your KTM 
dealer for assistance with these requirements.

Product and program specifications may change without notice. Images of vehicles may 
be equipped with options not standard.

KTM North America, Inc. 
1119 Milan Ave., Amherst, OH 44001
1375-1 Marie Victorin, St. Bruno, Quebec J3V 6B7
www.facebook.com/ktmusa  www.twitter.com/ktmusa
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